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A rising death toll. A city in panic. A young mother is found dead in her home with no obvious cause

of death. As DI Hannah Robbins and her team investigate, it soon becomes clear that the woman is

the first in a long line of murders by poison. With the body count climbing and the city of Nottingham

in social meltdown, the team find themselves in a deadly race against a serial killer determined to

prove a point. And Hannah finds herself targeting an individual with whom she has more in common

than she could possibly know.
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In book 2 of what I hope will be a long-running series, DI Hannah Robbins and her team are trying

to recover from the death of one of their own, all weighted down by varying levels of guilt for that

death and each dealing with the guilt not very successfully. The â€œnothingâ€• case the team is

handed to take care of suddenly mushrooms into one of the biggest cases the town has ever seen

and the team is tested, personally and professionally.This was a riveting read for me. I found myself

thinking about the story when I wasnâ€™t reading it, and when I was reading it, the time just flew by.

The author brilliantly conveys the miasma of guilt and sorrow the team swims in for the death of a

mate, and at the same time, their desperation to stop a crazy random killer who inflicts gruesome

deaths by product tampering. What products are being tampered with? No one knows. Whatâ€™s

the common thread between the dead? The police are having a difficult time figuring that out. Fear

mounts, tempers flare, and the killer becomes even more angry because people arenâ€™t getting



his message.Describing an interview with the father of a dead girl, Hannah thinks, â€œBut, who was

I to judge marriage and the breakdown of one? I hadnâ€™t been there. I hadnâ€™t felt the poison

seep in as the cement holding it all together crumbled around their feet. I could only judge a man

with an uncomfortable attitude in a police station and thatâ€™s what we had here.â€•In addition to

struggling to keep her team together, and keep her supervisory position on that team, Hannah

struggles with a relationship sheâ€™s having with a crime reporter, Ethan.
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